
Es. Mary Perot Nichols 	 4/9/94 
532 LaGuardia Place, Boz 223 
??eye York, ITY 10‘112 

pear Mara, 

By how tou ehould have heard from Jonathan -eeyers at AARC, John I'looney at Carroll & 

Graf or both and have a copy or n Case Oeen. 

I was aware of your perceptive roviee of Posner's book in the Incibirer. I did not 

erite you then because I'm older (01 yesterday) and much less able and I've been rushing' 

to get as much as is possible onlpapee while 1  can. In the past coat* of years the vol- 

ume is not inconsiderable. This bl ir 20-250 of the ms, scllections from it only in the 
A 

elf that is a oerful enneeh indictment and that a smeller book, which can be sold 

for less, can reach more people. In the last-minute rush to get it printed corrections 
a 

that had been picked up mere overlooked. Thope you will forgive and foget them because 
4 

tley do. no' affect the content. 

I write toll now for tee reason. the is that you are a scholar in the field and I want 

you to know that the retyped rough drqft with additions and insertions that may not have 

been incorporated where they bolobg will be available for authentic scholarship and not 

for those who are just curious from Dave Wren°, Univ. Wisc. Stevens oint and from 

terry Licknieht, locelly, at mood. 1-iy file et only ieoludes a xerox of each page of Pos-

ner's book to vhich I refer and that I use to address it and him. 

There are about three dozen chapters in the ms. _:arced in one of them is that I had 

hope to e-ncloce but ca not find anywhere else, en editorial mostly on Specter but also 

saying that the paper praises Posner for going_ to th trouble and expense of aping what 

he took as his own from the work of .allure Analysis for the ABA. I think that if it 

has not learned already the inquirer might lihL like to kdaw that its trust was imposed 

upon and it was made to loom: foolish by the "Hall Street lawyer" who appears never to 

have taken a case to court and whose career on the Street was limited to the scut work 

of going over discovery material. 

I hope you may want to suagest another reviee to the inquirer. 

In chocid_ng my file to get yourjhddress I noticed that when you asked permission to 

xerox a couple of pages from lest Mortem I amplified that to include anything l've pub-

lished. Consistent witk this I'd like you to khbw that all I have, eveything including 

the third of a million pages I got from all those !SOLI laneuite, my own work and eves our 

property will go to flood, which has already made a special place for it in its new and 

eanlly beatuifu1 library. 14c) (44  pro a.L.o and no strings. 

Thinks and 'pest wishes, 

`/Harold Weisberg 


